tional base for N,.
In the present paper the authors modify McKenzie's idea to verify Schützenberger's assertion for A/,. They also show Schù'tzenberger's claim about A/, is false.
Introduction.
In this note we make some observations based on the preceding paper [2] by R. McKenzie. In 51 we modify the ideas in §2 of McKenzie's paper to obtain analogous results for ÜM the variety of lattices generated by the diamond. In particular, we provide a proof of the result announced by Schützenberger In §2 of our note we observe that ß holds in some lattice not contained in ON,; For the remainder of this section we let © = 8,La]. We first observe that the modular law belongs to 0 since
Actually, the modular law is equivalent (modulo A) to the inclusion RSa< LSa. It is easily seen that LS" <" RS" ; to illustrate we check the fourth factor Each of these two summands are easily seen to be < LS by applying a and M where appropriate. Thus, S, < LS and hence yu(y + xz) < LS" . STl's and terms of the type £+ a, where C afld o ate products of variables).
First, note that given F, we can find a G with X G <M 2 F and x ■ S F ~ß 2¡x • cp: cp e G\. Indeed, by aj, 2. We will now show that Schützenberger 's identity ß does not characterize UN,. Since ß is rather complicated it is useful to observe that it is equivalent to the following two identities: Lemma 2.1. ß2 holds in 2,.
As a consequence of this lemma, Q, gives a counterexample to Schützen-berger's claim.
Theorem 2.2. The identity ß holds in Q, but Q, is not a member of UN,. 
